F23 Hedgebank Walls

Bolders, Soil, Turf mortar and Hedging

Site Autonomy

No export from site
No materials imported to site

Reuse everything found on site

Nestling with nature
Low roof, wild turf, rainwater capture and mitigation

Junctions
Low roof, path, touch, gravel margin gutter, rubble wall and gate

Pembrokeshire traditional Hedge Bank
Rubble
Soil
Turf
Rainwater

Back to nature very rapidly

Pembrokeshire hedge bank
Random rubble & slate outer leaves, wild turf mortar, soil cavity fill, turf or hedge plants on top, crevices for nature, rain will rejuvenate it in weeks

St Davids visitor Centre
Raised ground level grass bank and boulder retainers

Pembrokeshire St Davids TIC